FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Expanded Product Line for Expanding Home Experiences
KANDY Outdoor Flooring Announces KANDY Grass for Canada’s Condos
Tuesday May 3, 2016 – Toronto/Vancouver: Canadians living in condos now have even greater
product options with KANDY Outdoor Flooring’s introduction of KANDY Grass interlocking deck
tiles.
“We’re excited to announce the addition of synthetic grass outdoor flooring for condo balconies,
ground patios and rooftop terraces,” says Kelly Niessen, Chief Experience Officer and co-founder of
KANDY Outdoor Flooring. “We already offered the largest selection of the highest quality outdoor
flooring, and KANDY Grass provides even more variety in design options at a lower price point than
our premium exotic hardwoods.”
KANDY Grass is designed specially and specifically for condos, with its interlocking drainage base
allowing water to drain freely and wash away underneath. It is also a perfect match for our
Canadian climate: frost and heat resistant, UV stabilized, with environmentally friendly synthetic
grass blades that look and feel like a real manicured lawn.
“Our KANDY Grass product line really allows us to deliver on our unique value proposition of
service, quality, and choice,” Niessen says, “And it really makes everyone here at KANDY Outdoor
Flooring very proud to be Canadian.”
KANDY Outdoor Flooring expands home experiences with service, quality and choice in new outdoor
flooring for condo balconies, ground patios and rooftops. KANDY has active franchise partners in
Greater Vancouver, Edmonton, Calgary and Greater Toronto.
Learn More:
•
•

Read more about KANDY Grass
Watch KANDY Outdoor Flooring’s 2014 pitch on CBC Dragons’ Den
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Quick Facts:
•
•

1 in 8 Canadians lives in a condo - 2011 National Housing Survey
Kelly Niessen is a 2016 Enterprising Women of the Year Champion
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